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It’s quite sad news. The news coverage about what happened was com-
pletely and totally incorrect and didn’t represent what he actually said. Sadly
it seems that most people didn’t take the time to read the PDF of what he
actually said in order to find out that things like what the Vice article and
others were saying were totally incorrect in their reporting.

I recommend reading (and thinking) on the actual PDF of the email and
not what the news or other people said. If you do those two things I think
you’ll find it quite eye opening to compare what was actually said to what
the news (and other people) say he said.

For just one example, Vice ignored a statement by RMS (”We know that
Giuffre was being coerced into sex – by Epstein. She was being harmed.”)
which completely disproves their own statements.

What he did say was to ask someone to be more specific in the accusation
that they were making, saying it was too vague and could be subject to
”accusation inflation.” That was somehow turned into him defending the
guy which is not what he was doing if one actually reads and thinks on his
words.

People also said he said that the women were ”willing” which he also
did not say. He did say that if Epstein was coercing them then it was in
his (Epstein’s) interest to make sure they appeared to be willing to people.
Which is not the same thing. But that whole ”willing” thing was taken out
of context too. ”RMS says they wanted it” (paraphrased there) and etc.

And sadly this shows that almost no one actually read what he really
wrote but just jumped onboard with everyone else (referring to the collective
internet and all of the emails received at the FSF) calling for his head over
something he never said.

It’s like the whole Steve Jobs thing again when he said I’m not glad he’s
dead but I’m glad he’s gone. And then everyone was talking about how RMS
was happy Steve Jobs died. Which is not what he said.
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And so now here he is, ousted from his own movement over something he
never said.

Now he has nothing left. No FSF and no MIT. There are probably only a
few people that actually read the FSF’s financial filings but RMS was never
getting paid by the FSF so he never got money that way. And his ”home”
was on the road giving speeches. But who is going to invite him to speeches
and (thus give him a place to stay) for a disgraced public leader?

Remember this as the day that a mob of people on the internet destroyed
someone’s life for something they didn’t even say.

It’s very sad and I worry about him. He’s well and truly broke without
the FSF and has nothing left now.

I think I will contact him and say he can stay with me if he needs a place.
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